Proyectos and Social Learning
LingroFolio is an ePortfolio that makes it easy for instructors to implement social pedagogies by providing
an authentic mechanism for interaction and collaboration.
Oral and written unit-culminating proyectos offer students the opportunity to use Spanish creatively and
meaningfully to see the connection between learning and using it in their everyday lives. Each proyecto is
designed to showcase what a student can do with the language rather than worrying about being
penalized for what they can’t do. In this way, the proyectos can replace traditional forms of assessment
(quizzes, exams, and so on) and become encouraging milestones to celebrate.
LingroFolio includes tools for creating or uploading original content, archiving and making completed
proyectos visible to all students enrolled in the class, and commenting on each proyecto. Students use
their developing Spanish language skills to build community, learn from each other, and explore the vital
role of both the Spanish language and Hispanic cultures in today’s world.

STEP 1. Preparar
Task-based approaches and careful scaffolding focus
students on accomplishing the goals set out in each
project.

STEP 2. Publicar
LingroFolio includes tools for creating or
uploading original content and publishing it so
that it can be seen by all students enrolled in
the class. Step-by-step directions and an
evaluation rubric ensure focus and success.

STEP 3. Comentar

Students are the audience for each other’s work, and
their learning and assessment continues as they
comment on each other´s oral and written proyectos.
Completed projects are displayed, labeled, and time
stamped on the Class Projects page of the dashboard.
Proyectos that receive the most comments move to
the leaderboard. Research shows that students are
more motivated to produce high quality products
when they’re creating them for an audience beyond
their instructor.

STEP 4. Reflexionar

The more learners are engaged in their own learning process, the more intrinsically motivated they become.
Students are encouraged to reflect honestly on their progress at the end of every unit through a series of
Can Do statements based on the learning objectives in that unit.

Rubrics and Instructor Grading Panel
Contraseña offers rubrics that tie to the learning objectives in each unit with detailed rubrics that define expected
performance levels, by category, for every proyecto. Both sets of rubrics are embedded within the Publicar page of
the proyecto, making them aware of all expectations related to the assessment task, and helping them to evaluate
their own work as they progress.
Users of Contraseña praise the rubrics for ensuring the application of consistent standards, promoting objectivity and
fairness in grading, and making the grading process enjoyable and efficient!
All grades entered in the Grading Panel Rubric transfer automatically to the course gradebook.

Unit Inputs and Final Projects

UNIT

INPUT (TEXTO)

PROYECTO

1

Reading

Two online proﬁles with visual support

Create your proﬁle on LingroFolio.

2

Video

Three sample introductions

Interview a Spanish speaker or a classmate.

3

Reading

Daily planner and text message thread

Create your weekly calendar and summarize your own schedule.

4

Video

Campus selﬁe tour

Create a video describing your campus and/or where you study.

5

Reading

Award nomination letter and email

Write a nomination letter about someone you admire.

6

Audio

Description of family, with visual support delivered via carousel

Describe your own family.

7

Reading

Campus student organization e-newsletter, with visual support
delivered via carousel

Create an ad for a club dedicated to ﬁtness and sports.

8

Video

Promotional ad for meal-kit delivery service to your home

Describe a meal you made or ate.

9

Reading

University health care center infographic on good health and well
being

Create an infographic advocating for an aspect of mental or physical
well-being.

10

Audio

Career center ad, with visual support delivered via carousel

Create an ad describing a profession

11

Reading

Online clothing service style survey, with visual support delivered
via carousel

Create a style guide based on someone’s preferences

12

Video

An episode of an audio blog on ecotourism in Mexico

Create a video about your favorite ecotourism destination.

13

Reading

An excerpt from a graphic novel about immigration, self-discovery
and cultural heritage

Create your own ending to Finita's story.

14

Reading &
Video

Promotional video Celebrating 60 years of the Museo de Arte
Moderno de Buenos Aires

Narrate a timeline explaining the historical setting of a work of art.

15

Reading &
Audio

Monterroso’s short story,“Eclipse,” with visual and aural
support delivered via carousel

Write a short story exploring the reinterpretation of a historical event.

16

Video

Short ﬁlm from Spain: Yo tb tq

Create a dialogue that can lead to misinterpretation.

17

Reading &
Video

BBC article about how Mexicans see themselves, with video and
visual support delivered via carousel

Create a video about your identity and an analysis of a stereotype you
have experienced.

18

Reading &
Audio

Spoken-word poem by Nuyorican poet J.F. Seary, with text support

Read aloud and analyze a poem that expresses an aspect of the poet's
cultural identity.

19

Reading

Viaje a la universidad (fragmento) de Francisco Jiménez

Retell an anecdote about a life-changing experience and then write a
summary.

20

Video

Aarón Escudero: ser gitano e inﬂuencer, así se derriban estereotipos

Describe an inﬂuencer and write a report about the role of influencers
in your culture.

21

Reading

La leyenda de la yerba mate

Describe a multi-step event and write a short story about a custom
and/or tradition in the Hispanic world.

22

Video

¿Qué es la ﬂexibilidad laboral?
Una charla entre Jaime García Cantero, director de contenidos de la
sección El País Retina, y Alejandra Martínez, una experta en
ﬂexibilidad laboral.

Express a viewpoint with supporting ideas and write an essay
about telecommuting.

23

Reading

El graﬁti para combatir la injusticia social

Critique a work of art and write a review.

Video

¿Puede la cocina cambiar el mundo?
Una charla TED presentada por el famoso cocinero peruano
Gastón Acurio en Nueva York.

Make a persuasive presentation about a food security problem
and write a persuasive essay about sustainable solutions to address it.

24

Exploración cultural sections include additional CI: a short narrative and quotes from four cultural correspondents from diﬀerent countries.

